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The Lasting Impact of Positive Leadership

Thesis: Positive leadership has the potential to create lasting and
meaningful impact on both individuals and organizations. Positive

leadership will have a lasting effect on individual morale, team
performance, and mission success.

● Stan Toler: He was a renowned Christian author, speaker, and pastor. He
was born in Oklahoma in 1940, and raised in a Christian home. He was a
graduate of Oklahoma Baptist University and Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary. Stan wrote more than 60 books, many of which were
bestsellers. His books focused on many topics such as growth, leadership,
and relationships. He also believed in the importance of developing a healthy
lifestyle by taking care of one’s body, mind, and spirit.
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Why this book is important for the Military Professional:
Military professionals should read The Lasting Impact of Positive Leadership by Stan Toler because it contains
valuable lessons about how to lead effectively and successfully in any situation. The book provides insight into the
power of positive leadership, which is especially important for military leaders who must deal with difficult situations
and people.

Positive/(pos· i· tive)trans. adjective 1. a: having a good effect,b: marked by optimism:
Positive

Chapter one: What Does Leadership Reveal About You?

The power of a positive mind: it’s all up to you!
● Having a positive mind is having a positive attitude and mindset.
● The effects of a positive mind leads to bigger thinking:

○ More emotions
○ Sparks job
○ Love and contentment
○ See more possibilities

● The effects of a negative mind decreases bigger thinking:
○ Fewer possibilities
○ Anger and complaining
○ Worry and anxiety
○ Decreases problem solving

● To have a positive mind and attitude we want to surround ourselves with positive influences.  Positive
influences can be reading an inspirational book, attending seminars, or listening to motivational speakers.

https://twitter.com/StanToler
http://www.stantoler.com
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=stan+toler
https://www.amazon.com/Lasting-Impact-Positive-Leadership/dp/0736974989
https://www.amazon.com/Lasting-Impact-Positive-Leadership/dp/0736974989
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/positive


Chapter two: The Power of Optimism

Optimism is a choice: everyone has a choice to be optimistic.
● Optimistic individuals believe that whatever the problem is it will probably work out for the best.
● Optimistic individuals are leaders because they can influence others.
● Frank Outlaw stated the power of thought this way:

○ Watch your thoughts: they become words.
○ Watch your words: they become actions.
○ Watch your actions: they become habits.
○ Watch your habits: they become character.
○ Watch your character, for it becomes your destiny.

Chapter three: The Power of Modeling Mentorship

● Peter F. Drucker stated, “Leadership is lifting a persons’ vision to higher heights, the raising of a persons’
performance to a higher standard, the building of a personality beyond its normal limitations.”

● Leaders can either choose to run an organization by their position or lead them, or possibly carry them.
● Stan said leaders envision the end state, carry others on their shoulders, fight through adversity, strengthen by

encouragement, make adjustments as needed and once the goal is reached, they share their win with the
team.

● Leaders mentor their team by training, building relationships, giving feedback, monitor performance, and
motivate to win.  Leaders and mentors get rid of hidden agenda and celebrate mentees as they are and where
they are!

● Leaders coach their members by leading and mentoring.
○ Leading:

■ “Leadership is caught, not taught”
■ Get out from behind your desk.
■ Leaders' traits are mirrored by mentees.

○ Mentoring:
■ Learn mentees baggage and use it to motivate.
■ Add value to lives.
■ Mentoring inspires, instructs, corrects, and delegates.

Chapter four: The Power of a Mission-Led Vision

Developing a vision plan: building a strong organization.
● Stan states, “ Strategic planning is the process of clarifying a direction or the future (a vision plan) and

formulating a specific measurable action that will move it towards the vision.”
● The primary theory in creating a vision plan is the impact on people's needs.
● John C. Maxwell said, “ A leader is someone who knows the way, goes the way, and shows the way.”

Mission priorities: principles of an organization.
● Mission priorities include the following questions:

○ How are we?
○ What do we do?
○ Where are we going?
○ How and when will we get there?

● Mission-led vision is what each new military leader does when taking command.  Commanders generate their
mission, vision, and priorities that they would like to accomplish during their command.

Chapter five: The Power of Courage in Challenging Times

Overcome your fears: we all have fear.
● One of the biggest fears that people have is the fear of failure.  Fear causes distorted emotions, paralyzes

actions, holds back, and makes excuses.



● Great leaders know that temporary failure is part of the process.  A team will not be willing to make changes if
they are fearful of failure.

● Fear of failure causes people to take less risk.
● Courageous leaders act in spite of their fears and encourage their team to do the same.

Main leadership challenges: know the challenges ahead of time.
● There are four leadership challenges that all leaders should know:

○ Unfinished work
■ You can do some things better than everything.
■ Unfinished work doesn’t mean failed work.

○ Unmet expectations
■ Are you setting unrealistic objectives?
■ Life happens and there will be setbacks and side tracks.

○ Personal agendas
■ Is your personal agenda in the way?
■ Always be polite, objective, tactful, and firm.

○ Focus
■ Avoid distractions.
■ Reward yourself.
■ Put your whole self into focus.

Chapter six: The Power of Motivation

The peak performance team: build a team.
● Select your team carefully.

○ Find those members that are motivated, competent and inspired.
● Clarifying is essential.

○ Set the expectations for the team.  Every team member should know the role for each member.
● Get the team together regularly.

○ Have regular meetings, spend time with the whole team.
● Teach the Law of Three.

○ Encourage all members to identify three things that embodies 90% of their contributions to the team.
● Make people feel importance.

○ Build the team up by appreciation, acceptance, admiration, approval, attention, and build and maintain
trust.

Chapter seven: The Power of Personal Encouragement

How encouragement works: know how and when to use it!
● Offer encouragement when someone has experienced a loss, failure, or disappointment.  This will give hope

for the future.  Never give encouragement for your benefit.
● Do not offer false encouragement. Examples of false encouragement are, flattery, denial or reality, or false

promises.
● There are many reasons why encouragement works but specifically there are three reasons:

○ Life is hard- everyone carries burdens that they do not share.
○ Everyone needs affirmation- most humans want to be affirmed, valued, and noticed.
○ Discouragers abound- everyone needs to have a counterbalance to the negativity.

● Leaders that want to be encouragers should know when to offer it.  Offer encouragement when your members
are struggling, working hard, failing, and whenever.

Ways to encourage: if you don’t know, now you do.
● There are many ways to encourage, below are a few examples.

○ Casual comments- Great job!
○ Public praise- do it at a meeting or Commander’s Call.
○ Handwritten notes- card or note.



○ Electronic communication- email, phone call, text, or social media.
○ Gifts- flowers or a little something for the office.
○ Nonverbal affirmations- pat on the back or a hug.

Chapter eight: The Power of Transformation

Defining principles of transformational leadership: what is a transformational leader.
● Transformational leaders lead with gratitude.
● Individuals crave recognition for what has been accomplished and who they are.

○ Expressing appreciation- thank you.
○ Expressing affirmation- proud of you.
○ Expressing acceptance- trust and transparency

It leads with servanthood: serve others.
● Transformational leaders do not look out for their best interest.
● Transformational leaders always look out for the best of the team; they are openhearted, honest and build

solid relationships.

Chapter nine: The Power of Excellence

Lead with excellence: generate team excellence not for personal recognition.
● Leaders that are great do not care about credit for a job as long as it is complete.  The posses the qualities

below:
○ Put mission above their personal agenda.
○ Forgive quickly.
○ Get excited about the achievements of the team.
○ Don’t take credit for others' work.

● Leaders that lead with excellence are competent because they strive for excellence always, pay attention to
details, and are consistent.

Chapter ten: The Power of a Positive Message

Words shape powerful messages, perceptions, and reactions: know your works matter.
● Leaders only hope to inspire their team with their vision, in order to do this positive thoughts must be turned

into powerful messages.
● There are two types of messages, positive and negative that shape influences.

○ Negative messages that shape influences:
■ Complaining
■ outrage
■ Nay saying
■ Criticizing
■ Gossiping
■ Trolling

○ Positive messages that shape influences:
■ Complements
■ Positive observations
■ Vision casting
■ Truth telling
■ Apologies
■ Constructive advice

If your office or command is in need of one book or a hundred we would be honored to source them

https://www.dodreads.com/shop/

